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[Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To prevent a sealing material from flowing and a seal

width from widening in manufacturing an empty cell with printing and pressing of

20 the sealing material in a seal adhesion step.

SOLUTION: The liquid crystal display device 13 is constructed by applying a

sealing material 7 to a peripheral part of at least one substrate 1 out of a pair of

substrates 1, 10 on which electrodes and alignment layers are formed, by sticking

the pair of the substrates 1, 10 to each other keeping a specified gap via the
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sealing material 7 and by charging a liquid crystal 11 between the pair of the

substrates 1, 10 and is characterized by arranging an inside projecting and

recessing pattern 6a along the inside of the pattern of the sealing material 7 and an

outside projecting and recessing pattern 6b along the outside of the pattern of the

5 sealing material at least on the one substrate 1 out of the pair of the substrates 1

,

10.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A sealing structure comprising: a pair of substrates; a sealing

material bonding predetermined spaced peripheries of a pair of substrates to each

other; and an inner uneven pattern along an inside of a sealing material pattern and

5 an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the sealing material pattern, wherein

the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed on at least one of

the pair of substrates.

[Claim 2] The sealing structure of claim 1, wherein a middle uneven pattern is

formed between the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern, on at least

1 0 one of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 3] A sealing structure comprising: a pair of substrates; a sealing

material bonding predetermined spaced peripheries of a pair of substrates to each

other; and a concave portion formed in the periphery of at least one of the pair of

substrates, wherein the sealing material goes into the concave portion.

15 [Claim 4] The sealing structure of claim 2, wherein the inner uneven pattern,

the outer uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern are formed by means of a

film.
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[Claim 5] The sealing structure of claim 2 or 4, wherein each edge of the inner

uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern is flat.

[Claim 6] The sealing structure of claim 2, wherein the middle uneven pattern

is plural in number, and a relational expression of A<W<B is satisfied, wherein A

5 denotes a volume of an area surrounded by two of the middle uneven patterns and

the pair of substrates, the volume A is minimum amount required to bond the pair of

substrates to each other, B denotes a volume of an area surrounded by the inner

uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the pair of substrates, and W denotes

a volume of the sealing material.

10 [Claim 7] A method for fabricating a sealing structure having a pair of

substrates, a sealing material bonding a periphery of the pair of substrates to each

other by using a predetermined spacing, an inner uneven pattern along an inside of

a sealing material pattern and an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the

sealing material pattern, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven

15 pattern are formed on at least one of the pair of substrates, the method comprising:

an uneven pattern forming step of forming the inner uneven pattern and the outer

uneven pattern to an inside and outside of a sealing material applying position,

respectively, in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates; a sealing

material applying step of applying linearly the sealing material to the sealing
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material applying position; and a bonding step of bonding the pair of substrates

each other with a predetermined spacing to harden the sealing material.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 7, wherein in the uneven pattern forming step,

a middle uneven pattern is further formed between the inner uneven pattern and

5 the outer uneven pattern on at least one of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 9] A method for fabricating a sealing structure having a pair of

substrates, a sealing material bonding peripheries of the pair of substrates each

other with a predetermined spacing, and a concave portion formed in the periphery

of at least one of the pair of substrates, wherein the sealing material goes into the

10 concave portion, the method comprising: a concave portion forming step of forming

the concave portion at the position where sealing material is applied in the

periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates; a sealing material applying step

of applying linearly the sealing material in the concave portion; and a bonding step

of bonding the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing to

1 5 harden the sealing material.

[Claim 10] The method of claim 7 or 8, wherein in the uneven pattern forming

step, a film is formed over the substrate and the film is processed by a

photolithography to form the uneven pattern.
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[Claim 11] The method of claim 10, wherein the film is formed through a CVD

method, a plasma enhanced CVD method, a vacuum evaporation method, a

sputtering method, or a sol-gel method.

[Claim 12] The method of claim 10 or 11, wherein the film is a silicon oxide

5 layer or a silicon nitride layer.

[Claim 13] A liquid crystal display device manufactured by applying sealing

material to periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates where an electrode and

an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of substrates each other by using a

predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing material therebetween, and

10 injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates, the liquid crystal display

device comprising: an inner uneven pattern along an inside of a sealing material

pattern; and an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the sealing material

pattern, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed

on at least one of the pair of substrates.

15 [Claim 14] The liquid crystal display device of claim 13, wherein a middle

uneven pattern is formed between the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven

pattern, on at least one of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 15] A liquid crystal display device manufactured by applying sealing
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material to a periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates, wherein an electrode

and an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of substrates each other by

using a predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing material therebetween,

and injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates, the liquid crystal display

5 device comprising a concave portion formed in the periphery of at least one of the

pair of substrates, wherein the sealing material goes into the concave portion.

[Claim 16] The liquid crystal display device of claim 14, wherein the inner

uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern are formed

by means of a film.

10 [Claim 17] The liquid crystal display device of claim 14 or 16, wherein each

edge of the inner uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the middle uneven

pattern is flat.

[Claim 18] The liquid crystal display device of claim 14, wherein the middle

uneven pattern is plural in number, and a relational expression of A<W<B is

15 satisfied, where A denotes a volume of an area surrounded by two of the middle

uneven pattern and the pair of substrates, the volume A is minimum amount

required to bond the pair of substrates to each other, B denotes a volume of an

area surrounded by the inner uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the pair

of substrates, and W denotes a volume of the sealing material.
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[Claim 19] The liquid crystal display device of claim 13, wherein the inner

uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern surround a display part formed in one

of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 20] The liquid crystal display device of claim 19, wherein the inner

5 uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern intersect a connection line extending

from the display part outward of the substrate.

[Claim 21] A method for fabricating a liquid crystal display device manufactured

by applying a sealing material to a periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates

where an electrode and an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of

10 substrates each other with a predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing

material therebetween, and injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates,

the liquid crystal display device comprising an inner uneven pattern along an inside

of a sealing material pattern and an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the

sealing material pattern, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven

15 pattern are formed on at least one of the pair of substrates, the method comprising:

an electrode forming step forming the electrode on the pair of substrates; an

alignment layer forming step of forming the alignment layer on the pair of

substrates; an uneven pattern forming step of forming the inner uneven pattern and

the outer uneven pattern to an inside and outside of a sealing material applying
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position, respectively, in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates while

leaving a liquid crystal injection hole; a sealing material applying step of applying

linearly the sealing material to the sealing material applying position while leaving

the liquid crystal injection hole; and a bonding step of bonding the pair of substrates

5 each other with a predetermined spacing to harden the sealing material.

[Claim 22] The method of claim 21, wherein the uneven pattern forming step, a

middle uneven pattern is further formed between the inner uneven pattern and the

outer uneven pattern on at least one of the pair of substrates.

[Claim 23] A method for fabricating a liquid crystal display device manufactured

10 by applying a sealing material to a periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates

where an electrode and an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of

substrates each other with a predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing

material therebetween, and injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates,

the liquid crystal display device comprising a concave portion formed in the

1 5 periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates, wherein the sealing material goes

into the concave portion, the method comprising: an electrode forming step of

forming the electrode on the pair of substrates; an alignment layer forming step of

forming the alignment layer on the pair of substrates; a concave portion forming

step of forming the concave portion at a sealing material applying position in the



periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates; a sealing material applying step

of applying linearly the sealing material in the concave portion; and a bonding step

of bonding the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing to

harden the sealing material.

5 [Claim 24] The method of claim 21 or 22, wherein in the uneven pattern

forming step, a film is formed over the substrate and the film is processed by a

photolithography to form the uneven pattern.

[Claim 25] The method of claim 24, wherein the film is formed through a CVD

method, a plasma enhanced CVD method, a vacuum evaporation method, a

10 sputtering method, or a sol-gel method.

[Claim 26] The method of claim 24 or 25, wherein the film is a silicon oxide

layer or a silicon nitride layer.

[Claim 27] The method of claim 21 or 22, wherein the alignment layer further

comprises a step of forming the alignment layer to an inside of the pair of

15 substrates is performed after the uneven pattern forming step.
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[Title of the Invention]

A SEALING STRUCTURE AND A FABRICATION METHOD THEREOF, AND A

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE USING THE SEALING STRUCTURE AND A

FABRICATION METHOD THEREOF

5 [Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a sealing structure, a liquid crystal display

device using the sealing structure, and fabrication methods thereof, and more

particularly, to a sealing method in bonding a pair of substrates each other while

10 interposing a sealing material therebetween.

[Description of the Prior Art]

Recently, a liquid crystal display device market is expanding on a large

scale according to the popularization of a data machine, for example, PC or word

processor. First of all, a thin film transistor(TFT)-liquid crystal display device

15 fabricated using an amorphous silicon layer as an active layer becomes larger with

surprising.

According to the enlargement of the liquid crystal display device, the size of
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the used glass substrate becomes larger to help improving the other performance,

however, the sealing method in manufacturing a liquid crystal cell is scarcely

improved.

A sealing method of a prior art will be explained using a liquid crystal display

5 device of an active matrix type as an example, referring to FIG. 16 to 18. FIG. 16 is

a schematic plan view of the prior art liquid crystal display device, FIG 17 is a

schematic plan view showing an array substrate of the prior art liquid crystal display

device, and FIG. 18 is a cross section view taken along the D-D line in FIG 16. In

the liquid crystal display device of the active matrix type 13, a liquid crystal material

10 11 is sealed between an array substrate 1 and a color filter substrate 10,

interposing alignment layers 8. A plurality of source line 3 and a plurality of gate line

2 are arranged in a matrix form on the array substrate 1, a thin film transistor(TFT)

15 is arranged at each intersection point of the gate lines 2 and the source lines 3,

and pixel electrodes 14 are connected with the source lines 3 and the gate lines 2.

15 This liquid crystal display device is fabricated as follows.

(1) The array substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10 are manufactured

through a predetermined process.

(2) Sphere-shaped spacers are diffused to the array substrate 1 or the color

filter substrate 10.



(3) The sealing material 7 is applied to a periphery of the array substrate 1

or the color filter substrate 10 in the shape of frame, and both substrates are

bonded each other.

(4) The bonded substrates 1, 10 are compressed to harden the sealing

5 material 7, and a liquid crystal cell sealing the liquid crystal material 11 is

assembled.

(5) The liquid crystal material 11 is injected into the gap between both

substrates 1,10 through the liquid crystal injection hole, and then the liquid crystal

injection hole is sealed with the sealing material 12.

10 During the (3) process, an epoxy-based sealing material is screen printed

using a screen printing plate or is drawing coating using a dispenser, to the

periphery of the array substrate 1 or the color filter substrate 10.

[Problem(s) to be solved by the Invention]

However, in case of the screen printing and also drawing coating using a

15 dispenser, the applied sealing material is scattered and the distribution of the

sealing material amount shows an irregularity according to the applied position. In

this condition, when the array substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10 are

compressed interposing the sealing material 7 therebetween in the bonding

process, the sealing material width becomes wide at the position where the sealing
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material is applied more in amount.

Moreover, the sealing material can overflow from more applied position into

the display part, thereby causing a loss of display efficiency. Therefore, the sealing

material must be applied to the safe position where the sealing material will not

overflow into the display part, as a result, it is interrupted to make the substrate

(that is, the liquid crystal display device) compact in size.

In case of loading a driving circuit for TFT driving on the periphery of the

array substrate, it is hard to load the driving circuit on the array substrate 1 because

the sealing material spreads out into the loading position of the driving circuit.

Accordingly, the array substrate having too large size decided by regarding the

spreading amount of the sealing material width must be used, as a result, it is

interrupted to make the substrate (that is, the liquid crystal display device) compact

in size.

Further, as the gate line 2 or the source line 3 are arrange on the array

substrate 1 , the sealing material width becomes wide especially at the vicinity of the

gate line 2 or the source line 3. FIG. 19 is a cross section view showing the vicinity

of the sealing material applied position in an array substrate of a prior art, FIG. 20 is

a schematic perspective view illustrating the state that the sealing material is

applied to the sealing material applied position of FIG. 10 and then the array
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substrate and the color filter substrate are compressed, and FIG. 21 is a cross

section view taken along the E-E line in FIG. 20. In FIG. 20, the color filter substrate

10 is omitted for convenience of explanation.

As shown in FIG. 19 to 21, on the array substrate 1, the gate line 2 or the

source line (not drawn) intersects the sealing material 7, extending outward of the

array substrate 1. Accordingly, when the color filter substrate 10 is compressed

with the array substrate 1 during the bonding process, the sealing material 7

overflows along the extending direction of the gate lines 2 (X direction) and the

sealing material width becomes wide.

Therefore, the present invention has been proposed to solve the above

problems and the object of the present invention is to provide a sealing structure

being made compact in size by reducing the sealing material width, a liquid crystal

display device using the sealing structure, and fabrication methods thereof.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

In order to solve the problem, the present invention described in claim 1

provides a sealing structure comprising a pair of substrates, a sealing material

bonding a periphery of the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined

spacing, and an inner uneven pattern along an inside of a sealing material pattern

and an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the sealing material pattern,
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wherein the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed on at

least one of the pair of substrates.

As described above, the present invention can prevent the sealing material

width from widening due to the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern

because the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed along

the inside and outside of the sealing material pattern, respectively. In the prior art,

the amount of the sealing material applied on the substrate varies with the applied

position, when the pair of substrates is bonded each other in that condition, thereby

generating an irregularity of the sealing material width according to the applied

position. However, in the present invention, due to the formation of the inner and

outer uneven pattern, the sealing material spreads out from more applied position

to less applied position along the inner and outer uneven pattern, thereby reducing

the irregularity of the sealing material and leveling out the sealing material width.

The present invention described in claim 2 provides the sealing structure

described in claim 1, wherein a middle uneven pattern is formed between the inner

uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern, on at least one of the pair of

substrates.

As described above, it is possible to function as a spacer sustaining the pair

of substrates with the middle uneven pattern and the sealing material (more
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particularly, the pair of substrates is sustained with the middle uneven pattern and

spacers included in the sealing material). Accordingly, the sealing structure in which

gap between the pair of substrates is controlled to be uniform is obtained due to the

middle uneven pattern and the sealing material. Further, the middle uneven

pattern prevents the sealing material width from widening.

The present invention described in claim 3 provides a sealing structure

comprising a pair of substrates, a sealing material bonding a periphery of the pair of

substrates each other with a predetermined spacing, and a concave portion formed

in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates, wherein the sealing

material goes into the concave portion.

As described above, the present invention can reduce the sealing material

width because it is prevented that the sealing material width widens in bonding the

pair of substrates each other, due to the concave portion.

The present invention described in claim 4 provides the sealing structure

described in claim 2, wherein the inner uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern

and the middle uneven pattern are formed by means of a film.

Accordingly, uniformity is improved because the uneven patterns are formed

by means of the film, thus, the gap of the sealing structure can be controlled to be

uniform. Moreover, the uneven pattern formed by means of the film can be made its
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thickness less and it is applicable to a case that the gap between the pair of

substrates is thin.

The present invention described in claim 5 provides the sealing structure

described in claim 2 or 4, wherein each edge of the inner uneven pattern, the outer

5 uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern is flat.

As described above, since the edge of the uneven pattern is flat and the flat

portion of the uneven pattern is in parallel with the substrate surface, the foregoing

spacer included in the sealing material is easily placed on the uneven pattern.

Accordingly, the gap of the sealing structure is easily controlled, so that, the gap

10 can be controlled to be uniform.

The present invention described in claim 6 provides the sealing structure

described in claim 2, wherein the middle uneven pattern is plural in number, and a

relational expression of A<W<B is satisfied, where A denotes a volume of an area

surrounded by two of the middle uneven pattern and the pair of substrates, the

15 volume A is minimum quantity requiring to bond the pair of substrates each other, B

denotes a volume of an area surrounded by the inner uneven pattern, the outer

uneven pattern and the pair of substrates, and W denotes a volume of the sealing

material.

By restricting as described above, the pair of substrates can be tightly
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bonded and something sealed within the sealing structure (for example, gas or

liquid) does not leak out of the sealing structure because the volume of the sealing

material W is over A. Further, since the volume of the sealing material W is below

B, the sealing material does not overflow out of the uneven pattern in compressing

the pair of substrate, thereby providing the sealing structure having the sealing

material width being within a certain range.

The present invention described in claim 7 provides a method for fabricating

a sealing structure having a pair of substrates, a sealing material bonding a

periphery of the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing, an

inner uneven pattern along an inside of a sealing material pattern and an outer

uneven pattern along an outside of the sealing material pattern, wherein the inner

uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed on at least one of the pair

of substrates, the method comprising an uneven pattern forming step of forming the

inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern to an inside and outside of a

sealing material applying position, respectively, in the periphery of at least one of

the pair of substrates, a sealing material applying step of applying linearly the

sealing material to the sealing material applying position, and a bonding step of

bonding the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing to harden

the sealing material.
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As described above, it is prevented that the sealing material width widens in

the bonding step, due to the inner and outer uneven pattern formed at the inside

and outside of the sealing material, respectively, and the sealing material width

does not widen beyond an interval between the uneven patterns (a predetermined

interval). Further, the sealing material spreads out from more applied position to

less applied position along the inner and outer uneven pattern, thereby providing

the sealing structure having the sealing material width being leveled out.

The present invention described in claim 8 provides the method for

fabricating the sealing structure described in claim 7, wherein in the uneven pattern

forming step, a middle uneven pattern is further formed between the inner uneven

pattern and the outer uneven pattern on at least one of the pair of substrates.

As described above, it is possible to function as a spacer sustaining the pair

of substrates with the middle uneven pattern and the sealing material, and to

control the gap between the pair of substrates to be uniform in the bonding step.

Further, the sealing structure having the reduced sealing material width is obtained

because the middle uneven pattern prevents the sealing material width from

widening.

The present invention described in claim 9 provides a method for fabricating

a sealing structure having a pair of substrates, a sealing material bonding a
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periphery of the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing, and a

concave portion formed in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates,

wherein the sealing material goes into the concave portion, the method comprising

a concave portion forming step of forming the concave portion at a sealing material

applying position in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates, a sealing

material applying step of applying linearly the sealing material in the concave

portion, and a bonding step of bonding the pair of substrates each other with a

predetermined spacing to harden the sealing material.

As described above, the present invention can prevent the sealing material

width from widening in the bonding step due to the concave portion, thus, decrease

the irregularity of the sealing material width according to the applied position, as in

the invention described in claim 7.

The present invention described in claim 10 provides the method for

fabricating the sealing structure described in claim 7 or 8, wherein in the uneven

pattern forming step, a film is formed over the substrate and the film is processed

by a photolithography to form the uneven pattern.

As describe above, when the photolithography is employed in forming the

uneven pattern, the plural uneven patterns can be formed simultaneously, thereby

simplifying the manufacturing process.
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The present invention described in claim 11 provides the method for

fabricating the sealing structure described in claim 10, wherein the film is formed

through a CVD method, a plasma enhanced CVD method, a vacuum evaporation

method, a sputtering method, or a sol-gel method.

5 As describe above, by forming the film through the CVD method, the

plasma enhanced CVD method, the vacuum evaporation method, the sputtering

method, or the sol-gel method, uniformity in thickness of the film can be improved,

accordingly, the gap between the pair of substrates can be easily controlled.

The present invention described in claim 12 provides the method for

10 fabricating the sealing structure described in claim 10 or 11, wherein the film is

silicon oxide layer or silicon nitride layer.

As described above, when the film is silicon oxide layer or silicon nitride

layer, the gap between the pair of substrates can be easily controlled because the

silicon oxide layer and silicon nitride layer have high value in hardness (strong in

15 strength), thereby improving the uniformity of the gap. Further, since a typical

semiconductor fabrication process can be used with the silicon oxide layer and

silicon nitride layer, the uneven pattern and convex pattern can be formed without

adding the manufacturing process.

The present invention described in claim 13 provides a liquid crystal display
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device manufactured by applying a sealing material to a periphery of at least one of

a pair of substrates where an electrode and an alignment layer are formed, bonding

the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing while interposing

the sealing material therebetween, and injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of

substrates, the liquid crystal display device comprising an inner uneven pattern

along an inside of a sealing material pattern and an outer uneven pattern along an

outside of the sealing material pattern, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the

outer uneven pattern are formed on at least one of the pair of substrates.

In the liquid crystal display device, the sealing material width is prevented

from widening in bonding the pair of substrates due to the inner uneven pattern and

the outer uneven pattern, the sealing material does not overflow, and the sealing

material width can be controlled to be small and uniform. Accordingly, it is achieved

to make the liquid crystal display device compact in size.

The present invention described in claim 14 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 13, wherein a middle uneven pattern is formed

between the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern, on at least one of

the pair of substrates.

The present invention described in claim 15 provides a liquid crystal display

device manufactured by applying a sealing material to a periphery of at least one of
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a pair of substrates where an electrode and an alignment layer are formed, bonding

the pair of substrates each other with a predetermined spacing while interposing

the sealing material therebetween, and injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of

substrates, the liquid crystal display device comprising a concave portion formed in

the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates, wherein the sealing material

goes into the concave portion.

As described above, it is possible to make the sealing material width small

because the sealing material width is prevented from widening in bonding the pair

of substrates due to the concave portion.

The present invention described in claim 16 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 14, wherein the inner uneven pattern, the outer

uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern are formed by means of a film.

The present invention described in claim 17 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 14 or 16, wherein each edge of the inner uneven

pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern is flat.

The present invention described in claim 18 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 14, wherein the middle uneven pattern is plural in

number, and a relational expression of A<W<B is satisfied, where A denotes a

volume of an area surrounded by two of the middle uneven pattern and the pair of
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substrates, the volume A is minimum quantity requiring to bond the pair of

substrates each other, B denotes a volume of an area surrounded by the inner

uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern and the pair of substrates, and W denotes

a volume of the sealing material.

The present invention described in claim 19 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 13, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the

outer uneven pattern surround a display part formed in one of the pair of

substrates.

As describe above, when the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven

pattern are formed to surround a display part, the sealing material does not

overflow into the display part due to the uneven patterns, thereby without loss of

display efficiency. Further, since the sealing material does not overflow into the

display part, it is possible to apply the sealing material to the closer position to the

display part as compared with that of the prior art, thereby the substrate can be

used effectively (making the substrate compact in size).

The present invention described in claim 20 provides the liquid crystal

display device described in claim 19, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the

outer uneven pattern intersect a connection line extending from the display part

outward of the substrate.
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As described above, since the inner and outer uneven pattern are formed to

intersect the connection line extending from the display part outward of the

substrate, the overflow of the sealing material along the connection line can be

prevented due to the uneven patterns. Therefore, the liquid crystal display device

5 having the reduced sealing material width can be provided, the periphery of

substrate can be used effectively, so that it is possible to make the liquid crystal

display device compact in size.

The present invention described in claim 21 provides a method for

fabricating a liquid crystal display device manufactured by applying a sealing

10 material to a periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates where an electrode

and an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of substrates each other with a

predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing material therebetween, and

injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates, the liquid crystal display

device comprising an inner uneven pattern along an inside of a sealing material

15 pattern and an outer uneven pattern along an outside of the sealing material

pattern, wherein the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed

on at least one of the pair of substrates, the method comprising an electrode

forming step of forming the electrode on the pair of substrates, an alignment layer

forming step of forming the alignment layer on the pair of substrates, an uneven

20 pattern forming step of forming the inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven
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pattern to an inside and outside of a sealing material applying position, respectively,

in the periphery of at least one of the pair of substrates while leaving a liquid crystal

injection hole, a sealing material applying step of applying linearly the sealing

material to the sealing material applying position while leaving the liquid crystal

injection hole, and a bonding step of bonding the pair of substrates each other with

a predetermined spacing to harden the sealing material.

As describe above, the liquid crystal display device can be fabricated by

applying the sealing material while leaving the liquid crystal injection hole, and

injecting the liquid crystal into the injection opening. The liquid crystal display

device fabricated as described above have the predetermined width of sealing

material due to the formation of the inner and outer uneven pattern as in the sealing

structure, thereby reducing the irregularity of the sealing material width according to

the applied position and leveling out the sealing material width.

The present invention described in claim 22 provides the method for

fabricating the liquid crystal display device described in claim 21, wherein in the

uneven pattern forming step, a middle uneven pattern is further formed between the

inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern on at least one of the pair of

substrates.

The present invention described in claim 23 provides a method for
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fabricating a liquid crystal display device manufactured by applying a sealing

material to a periphery of at least one of a pair of substrates where an electrode

and an alignment layer are formed, bonding the pair of substrates each other with a

predetermined spacing while interposing the sealing material therebetween, and

injecting a liquid crystal between the pair of substrates, the liquid crystal display

device comprising a concave portion formed in the periphery of at least one of the

pair of substrates, wherein the sealing material goes into the concave portion, the

method comprising an electrode forming step forming of the electrode on the pair of

substrates, an alignment layer forming step of forming the alignment layer on the

pair of substrates, a concave portion forming step of forming the concave portion at

a sealing material applying position in the periphery of at least one of the pair of

substrates, a sealing material applying step of applying linearly the sealing material

in the concave portion, and a bonding step of bonding the pair of substrates each

other with a predetermined spacing to harden the sealing material.

As describe above, the present invention can prevent the sealing material

width from widening in the bonding step due to the concave portion formed at the

sealing material applying position, accordingly, it is possible to obtain the liquid

crystal display device having the reduced irregularity of the sealing material width

according to the applied position.
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The present invention described in claim 24 provides the method for

fabricating the liquid crystal display device described in claim 21 or 22, wherein in

the uneven pattern forming step, a film is formed over the substrate and the film is

processed by a photolithography to form the uneven pattern.

The present invention described in claim 25 provides the method for

fabricating the liquid crystal display device described in claim 24, wherein the film is

formed through a CVD method, a plasma enhanced CVD method, a vacuum

evaporation method, a sputtering method, or a sol-gel method.

The present invention described in claim 26 provides the method for

fabricating the liquid crystal display device described in claim 24 or 25, wherein the

film is silicon oxide layer or silicon nitride layer.

The present invention described in claim 27 provides the method for

fabricating the liquid crystal display device described in claim 21 or 22, wherein the

alignment layer forming step of forming the alignment layer to an inside of the pair

of substrates is performed after the uneven pattern forming step. - -

As described above, when the uneven pattern is formed before the

alignment layer forming step, the alignment layer is not contaminated by the

photolithography The alignment layer that is not contaminated by the

photolithography is clean and shows superior alignment capacity, accordingly, the
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liquid crystal display device having high display efficiency can be obtained.

[Embodiment of the Invention]

Reference will now be made in detail to the illustrated embodiments of the

present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

5 In the drawings, needless parts to explain are omitted and some parts are drawn to

be exaggerated or reduced in scale for convenience of explanation.

(Embodiment 1)

An embodiment 1 of the present invention provides a sealing structure

being usable for various purposes referring to FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG. 1 is a schematic

10 drawing of the sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present

invention, more particularly, FIG. 1(a) is a perspective view, and FIG. 1(b) is a cross

section view taken along the A-A line in FIG. 1(a). FIG. 2 is a plan view showing a

substrate that an inner uneven pattern and an outer uneven pattern are formed,

and FIG. 3 is a cross section view illustrating a fabrication method of the sealing

15 structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.

In the sealing structure 30 according to the embodiment 1 of the present

invention, substrates 31, 32 are bonded each other with a predetermined spacing

interposing a sealing material 33 applied to a periphery of the substrate 31 in the

shape of frame. In the periphery of the substrate 31, an inner uneven pattern 34a
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and an outer uneven pattern 34b are formed along a pattern of the sealing material

33 at an inside and outside of the sealing material pattern, respectively.

As described above, since the inner uneven pattern 34a and the outer

uneven pattern 34b are formed along the inside and outside of the sealing material

5 pattern, respectively and in the periphery of the substrate 31, the sealing material

33 is prevented from widening due to the inner uneven pattern 34a and the outer

uneven pattern 34b, accordingly, the width of the sealing material 33 can be small

(a predetermined interval). Further, the sealing material 33 spreads out from more

applied position to less applied position along the inner uneven pattern 34a and the

10 outer uneven pattern 34b, thereby reducing the irregularity of the sealing material

33 and leveling out the sealing material width.

A method for fabricating the sealing structure 30 will be explained.

(1) As shown in FIG. 3(a), the substrate 31 being made up of glass and so

on was first prepared, and then, as shown in FIG. 3(b), the inner uneven pattern

15 34a and the outer uneven pattern 34b were formed to the inside and outside of the

sealing material applying position, respectively, in the periphery of the substrate 31

(uneven pattern forming step).

(2) As shown in FIG. 3(c), the sealing material 33 was linearly applied to the

periphery of the substrate 31 and between the inner uneven pattern 34a and the



outer uneven pattern 34b(the sealing material applying position) (sealing material

applying step).

(3) As shown in FIG. 3(d), the substrate 32 being made up of glass and so

on was bonded with the substrate 31 and compressed to harden the sealing

material 33, thereby manufacturing the sealing structure 30 (bonding step).

The sealing structure 30 manufactured as described above can be used for

various purposes, for example, a glass window in house or a vessel for containing

gas or liquid. Further, it can be used in keeping a photograph or picture, when

making the spacing between the substrates 31, 32 narrower by controlling the

amount of the sealing material. The sealing structure 30 can also be used for a

liquid crystal display device, as in an embodiment 2 described below.

The inner uneven pattern 34a and the outer uneven pattern 34b are formed

in the periphery of the substrate 31, however, as the other example, a film 31a may

be formed on the substrate 31, the inner uneven pattern 34d and the outer uneven

pattern 34c may be formed in the film 31a, and the sealing material may be applied

between the inner uneven pattern 34d and the outer uneven pattern 34c, as shown

in FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 1 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention. In the

modified example 1, although the sealing material 33 is applied between the inner
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uneven pattern 34d and the outer uneven pattern 34c and the substrates 31 , 32 are

compressed in the bonding step, the sealing material 33 goes into the inner uneven

pattern 34d and the outer uneven pattern 34c, accordingly, the width of the sealing

material 33 is prevented from widening. Further, it is possible to form the inner

uneven pattern 34d and the outer uneven pattern 34c in the substrate 31 directly.

FIG. 5 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 2 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention. As shown

in FIG. 5, the film 31a is formed on the substrate 31, a concave portion 34e having

a predetermined width is formed in the film 31a and at a position where the sealing

material 33 is planned to be applied, and the sealing material 33 is applied to the

concave portion 34e. Because the sealing material 33 is applied within the concave

portion 34e having a predetermined width, the sealing material 33 is prevented

from spreading out due to the both ends of the concave portion 34e and the sealing

material width does not widen beyond the predetermined width of the concave 34e.

FIG. 6 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 3 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention. As shown

in FIG. 6, middle uneven patterns 34f having almost identical shape to the uneven

patterns 34a, 34b may be formed between the inner uneven pattern 34a and the

outer uneven pattern 34b. Accordingly, it is possible to function as a spacer
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sustaining the pair of substrates 31, 32 with the middle uneven pattern 34f and the

sealing material 33(more particularly, spacers included in the sealing material 33).

Therefore, the sealing structure that the gap between the pair of substrates is

controlled to be uniform, is obtained. Here, the number of the middle uneven

pattern does not limited. Further, the relation between the sealing material and the

middle uneven pattern 34f will be explained referring to FIG. 7.

When the inner uneven pattern 34a, the outer uneven pattern 34b, and two

middle uneven patterns 34f are formed at the periphery of the substrate 31 in the

shape of four frame, a relational expression of A<W<B is satisfied, where A denotes

a volume of an area surrounded by two middle uneven patterns 34f and the

substrates 31 (referring to FIG. 7(a)), the volume A is minimum quantity requiring to

bond the pair of substrates each other, B denotes a volume of an area surrounded

by the inner uneven pattern 34a formed along the inside of the sealing material 33,

the outer uneven pattern 34b formed along the outside of the sealing material 33,

and the pair of substrates 31, 32 (referring to FIG. 7(b)), and W denotes a volume

of the sealing material (referring to FIG. 7(c)).

Due to the satisfaction of the relational expression as described above, the

pair of substrates 31, 32 can be tightly bonded and gas or liquid sealed between

the substrates 31, 32 does not leak out. Further, the sealing material does not
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overflow due to the inner uneven pattern 34a and the outer uneven pattern 34b.

FIG. 8 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 4 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention. As shown

in FIG. 8, the film 31a may be formed on the substrate 31, the inner uneven pattern

34d and the outer uneven pattern 34c may be formed to an inside and outside of a

sealing material applying position, respectively, in the film 31a, and the middle

uneven patterns 34f may be formed between the inner and outer uneven pattern

34d, 34c. In this case, the middle uneven patterns 34f and the sealing material

function as a spacer, and the inner uneven pattern 34d and the outer uneven

pattern 34c prevent the sealing material width from widening.

(Others) The inner uneven pattern, the outer uneven pattern, and the middle

uneven patterns are formed at the periphery of the substrate 31 , but not being

confined to there, so that those may be formed at the periphery of the substrate 32

or both substrates 31 and 32.

The sealing material 33 is applied to the periphery of the substrate 31 and

between the inner uneven pattern 34c and the outer uneven pattern 34d, but may

be formed in the shape of frame by leaving the liquid crystal injection hole (where

the sealing material is not applied). The inner uneven pattern, the outer uneven

pattern and the middle uneven pattern may be formed from a silicon nitride layer or
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a silicon oxide layer, as in the embodiment 2 described below, moreover, those may

be formed from a resin and so on. Further, the inner uneven pattern, the outer

uneven pattern and the middle uneven pattern may formed through a CVD method,

a plasma enhanced CVD method, a vacuum evaporation method, a sputtering

method, or a sol-gel method.

(Embodiment 2)

The embodiment 2 of the present invention provides the liquid crystal

display device referring to FIGS. 9 to 13.

FIG. 9 is a schematic plan view of the liquid crystal display device according

to the embodiment 2 of the present invention, FIG. 10 is a cross section view taken

along the B-B line in FIG. 9, FIG. 11 is a cross section view drawn in part of FIG. 10,

FIG. 12 is a cross section view taken along the C-C line in FIG. 9, and FIG. 13 is a

schematic plan view showing an array substrate 1 in the liquid crystal display

device according to the embodiment 2 of the present invention.

In the liquid crystal display device 13 according to the embodiment 2 of the

present invention, the array substrate 1 is bonded with a color filter substrate 10

interposing the sealing material 7, and a liquid crystal material 11 is injected into the

gap between the array substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10.

A plurality of source line 3 and a plurality of gate line 2 are arranged in a
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matrix form on the array substrate 1 , a thin film transistor (TFT) is arranged at each

intersection point of the gate lines 2 and the source lines 3, and pixel electrodes 14

are connected with the source lines 3 and the gate lines 2 to constitute a display

part 4. Further, a gate line driving circuit and a source line driving circuit that are not

5 drawn are connected with the gate lines 2 and the source lines 3, respectively. The

gate line driving circuit and the source line driving circuit may be arranged at the

periphery of the array substrate 1 . Further, an arrangement layer 8 is formed over

the pixel electrodes 14, the thin film transistors(TFT) 15, the gate lines 2 and the

source lines 3 formed in that way.

10 In a periphery of the array substrate 1, an inner uneven pattern 6a and an

outer uneven pattern 6b, which constitute the principal part of the present invention,

are formed along a pattern of the sealing material 7 at an inside and outside of the

sealing material pattern, respectively. The inner uneven pattern 6a and the outer

uneven pattern 6b are formed except for a liquid crystal injection hole 5. Further,

15 middle uneven patterns 6c having almost identical shape to the inner uneven

pattern 6a and the outer uneven pattern 6b may be formed on the array substrate 1

and between the inner uneven pattern 6a and the outer uneven pattern 6b, except

for the liquid crystal injection hole 5. Here, the inner uneven pattern 6a, the outer

uneven pattern 6b and the middle uneven patterns 6c make an uneven pattern 6.

20 The uneven pattern 6 is formed to intersect the gate lines 2 or the source lines 3



extending from the display part 4 outward of the substrate.

A color mosaic filter (not drawn) and a common electrode 16 are formed on

the color filter substrate 10, and the alignment layer 8 is formed thereon.

The alignment layers 8 formed on each of the array substrate 1 and the

color filter substrate 10 is treated to have orientation, and then the array substrate 1

and the color filter are set opposite each other confronting the alignment layers 8,

and bonded each other with a predetermined spacing by the sealing material 7

applied in the shape of frame.

The liquid crystal 11 is injected into the gap between the array substrate 1

and the color filter substrate 10 through the liquid crystal injection hole 5, and the

liquid crystal 11 is sealed with a sealing material 12. The gate lines 2 and the

source lines 3 extend outward of the array substrate 1

.

The uneven pattern 6 constituting the principal part of the present invention

will be explained. The uneven pattern 6 is composed of the inner uneven pattern

6a, the outer uneven pattern 6b and the middle uneven patterns 6c.

In a periphery of the array substrate 1 , the uneven pattern 6 is formed along

a pattern of the sealing material 7 at an inside and outside of the sealing material

except for a liquid crystal injection hole 5 in the shape of frame. The uneven pattern

6 is formed of a layer, more particularly, silicon oxide layer or silicon nitride layer
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having high strength.

As described above, due to the formation of the uneven pattern 6, the

sealing material is prevented from overflowing by the inner uneven pattern 6a and

the outer uneven pattern 6b (the sealing material 7 does not spread along the

5 extending direction of the gate lines 2 (X direction) or the extending direction of the

source lines 3 (Y direction), thereby making the sealing material have a

predetermined width.

In the embodiment 2 of the present invention, the inner uneven pattern 6a,

the outer uneven pattern 6b and the middle uneven patterns 6c have their width of

10 1jim and height of 1[im, and the distance between the inner uneven pattern 6a and

the outer uneven pattern 6b is 0.5mm. The number of the uneven pattern 6 is not

limited to that in this embodiment (four), but can be five or more.

Further, as shown in FIG. 11(b), it is possible to function as a spacer

sustaining the pair of substrates 1,10 with the middle uneven patterns 6c and the

15 sealing material 7 (more particularly, spacers 7a included in the sealing material 7).

Accordingly, the gap between the array substrates 1 and the color filter substrate 10

is easily controlled to be uniform. Further, uniformity of the middle uneven patterns

6c is improved because the middle uneven patterns 6c are formed by means of the

film that show superior uniformity, moreover, the gap of the liquid crystal display
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device can be controlled to be uniform. The uneven pattern formed by means of the

film can be made its thickness less and it is applicable to a case that the gap

between the pair of substrates is thin, especially the liquid crystal display device.

Since edges of the middle uneven patterns 6c are flat (in parallel with the

array substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10), the gap between the array

substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10 can be controlled to be uniform by the

spacers 7a and the middle uneven patterns 6c, in manufacturing the liquid crystal

display device. Further, the inner uneven pattern 6a and the outer uneven pattern

6b are formed by means of a film and their edges also are flat.

The sealing material does not overflow into the periphery of the array

substrate 1 , that is, where the gate line driving circuit and the source line driving

circuit are loaded. Therefore, according to the present invention, the sealing

material width does not spread out along the gate lines 2 or the source lines 3

outward of the array substrate 1, so that it is not necessary to use the array

substrate 1 having too large size decided by regarding the spreading amount of the

sealing material, and it is achieved to make the liquid crystal display device 13

compact in size.

The applied sealing material are scattered on the substrate, but it is

possible to make the sealing material width have a predetermined width or less due
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to the formation of the inner uneven pattern 6a and the outer uneven pattern 6b,

although the array substrate 1 and the color filter substrate 10 are compressed

interposing the sealing material therebetween in the bonding step, thereby reducing

the irregularity of the sealing material width.

A method for fabricating the liquid crystal display device according to the

embodiment 2 of the present invention will be explained referring to FIG. 14 and 15.

FIG. 14 is a cross section view illustrating the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display device according to the embodiment 2 of the present invention, and FIG. 15

is a partial cross section view illustrating the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display device according to the embodiment 2 of the present invention.

(1) A transparent glass substrate with a thickness of 0.7mm and a size as

large as four sides of liquid crystal display device, each of which having a display

size of 15 matrix can be manufactured on this transparent glass substrate, was

prepared. The transparent glass substrate was cut to manufacture the glass

substrate (hereinafter referred as 'array substrate V) having a display size of 15

matrix.

(2) As shown in FIG. 14(a), the thin film transistors(TFT) 15, the pixel

electrodes 14, the gate lines 2 and the source lines (not drawn) were formed on the

array substrate 1 by the well-known method.
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(3) As shown in FIG. 14(b), in order to protect the thin film transistors 15, a

passivation layer 9 being formed of silicon oxide or silicon nitride was formed over

the array substrate 1 through the plasma enhanced CVD method or sputtering

method.

(4) As shown in FIG. 14(c), by a photolithography, the passivation layer 9

was patterned and the uneven patterns 6 (the inner uneven pattern 6a, the outer

uneven pattern 6b and the middle uneven patterns 6c) was formed at the periphery

of the array substrate 1 in the shape of frame, at the same time.

(5) As shown in FIG. 14(d), a polyimide resin for the alignment layer was

spin coated, heated to harden, and rubbing processed in a predetermined direction

to form the alignment layer 8. As described above, when the uneven pattern 6

was formed before the alignment layer forming step, the alignment layer 8 was not

contaminated, accordingly, the liquid crystal display device having high display

efficiency could be obtained.

(6) As shown in FIG. 15(e), the sealing material 7 was linearly applied on

the middle uneven patterns 6c except for the liquid crystal injection hole 5 using a

screen printing method.

(7) As shown in FIG. 15(f), the glass substrate 1 and the color filter

substrate 10 that the color filter, a counter electrode and the alignment layer are
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formed, were set opposite each other confronting the surface of the alignment layer

8 on the color filter substrate 10 with the surface of the alignment layer 8 on the

glass substrate 1 , and then bonded and compressed to harden the sealing material

7. Here, the sealing material spread naturally, but the overflow of the sealing

5 material 7 was blocked by the inner uneven pattern 6a and the outer uneven

pattern 6b being in almost parallel with the sealing material 7, thus the sealing

material width could be prevented from widening.

(8) Finally, the predetermined liquid crystal material 11 was vacuum injected

through the liquid crystal injection hole 5 and then the liquid crystal injection hole 5

10 was sealed with the sealing material 12, hereby the liquid crystal display device 13

as shown in FIG. 9 could be fabricated.

Because the length direction of the uneven pattern 6 intersected the gate

lines 2 and the source lines 3 formed on the array substrate 1, the sealing material

was effectively prevented from widening and did not spread out along the gate lines

15 2 or source lines 3.

Further, since the uneven pattern 6 was formed to surround a display part 4

of the liquid crystal display device 13, the sealing material did not overflow into the

display part due to the uneven pattern 6, thereby without loss of display efficiency.

The liquid crystal cell can be made on a portion of the sealing portions.
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(Others)

(1) It is possible to form the display part 4 in four sides simultaneously using

the substrate with a size as large as four sides, each of which having a display size

of 15 matrix can be manufactured on this substrate, to bond the pair of substrates

5 to manufacture a cell, and then to cut the substrate.

(2) The uneven pattern 6 (the inner uneven pattern 6a, the outer uneven

pattern 6b, the middle uneven pattern 6c) is formed through the plasma enhanced

CVD method, but not being confined to this, it may be formed through CVD

method, a vacuum evaporation method, a sputtering method, or a sol-gel method,

1 0 and also by a photolithography technique.

(3) The uneven pattern being formed from the silicon oxide layer or silicon

nitride layer is formed simultaneously with the formation of the passivation layer, but

not being confined to this. For example, the resin and so on may be used as the

uneven pattern, in this case, the uneven pattern can also be formed before forming

1 5 the pixel electrode or TFT on the array substrate.

(4) The configuration of the uneven pattern is not confined to the

embodiment 1 and 2 of the present invention, but, for example, can be trapezoid

shape or triangle shape in cross section shape. The relational expression regarding

the uneven pattern and the sealing material amount (A<W<B) as described in the
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embodiment 1 may be satisfied also in the embodiment 2.

[Effect of the Invention]

As has been explained, according to the present invention, because the

inner uneven pattern and the outer uneven pattern are formed along an inside and

5 outside of the sealing material pattern, the overflow of the sealing material and the

widening of the sealing material width can be prevented in bonding the array

substrate with the color filter substrate during the bonding step. Accordingly, it is

achieved to make the liquid crystal display device compact in size.
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[Description of Drawings]

FIG. 1. is a schematic drawing of the sealing structure according to the

embodiment 1 of the present invention, FIG. 1(a) is a perspective view, and FIG.

1(b) is a cross section view taken along the A-A line in FIG. 1(a).

FIG. 2. is a plan view showing a substrate that an inner uneven pattern and

an outer uneven pattern are formed.

FIG. 3. is a cross section view illustrating a fabrication method of the sealing

structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 4. is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 1 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 2 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG 6. is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 3 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.

FIG. 7. is a cross section view illustrating the relation between the sealing

material and the uneven pattern.

FIG 8 is a partial cross section view showing a modified example 4 of the

sealing structure according to the embodiment 1 of the present invention.
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FIG. 9 is a schematic plan view of the liquid crystal display device according

to the embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a cross section view taken along the B-B line in FIG. 9.

FIG. 11 is a cross section view drawn in part of FIG. 10.

FIG. 12 is a cross section view taken along the C-C line in FIG. 9.

FIG. 13 is a schematic plan view showing an array substrate 1 in the liquid

crystal display device according to the embodiment 2 of the present invention.

FIG. 14 is a cross section view illustrating the fabrication method of the

liquid crystal display device according to the embodiment 2 of the present

invention.

FIG. 15 is a partial cross section view illustrating the fabrication method of

the liquid crystal display device according to the embodiment 2 of the present

invention.

FIG. 16 is a schematic plan view of the prior art liquid crystal display device.

FIG. 17 is a schematic plan view showing an array substrate of the prior art

liquid crystal display device.

FIG. 18 is a cross section view taken along the D-D line in FIG. 16.

FIG 19 is a cross section view showing the vicinity of the sealing material
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applied position in an array substrate of a prior art.

FIG. 20 is a schematic perspective view illustrating the state that the sealing

material is applied to the sealing material applied position of FIG. 10 and then the

array substrate and the color filter substrate are compressed.

FIG. 21 is a cross section view taken along the E-E line in FIG. 20.

[Meaning of numerical symbols in the drawings]

1 :array substrate

3:source line

5:liquid crystal injection hole

6a:inner uneven pattern

6c:middle uneven pattern

7a:spacer

9:passivation layer

11 liquid crystal material

13:liquid crystal display device

15:TFT

31:substrate

2:gate line

4:display part

6:uneven pattern

6b:outer uneven pattern

7:sealing material

8:alignment layer

10:color filter substrate

12:sealing material

14:pixel electrode

30:sealing structure

32:substrate
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33:sealing material

34b:outer uneven pattern

34d: inner uneven pattern

34a: inner uneven pattern

34c:middle uneven pattern

34e:concave portion
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.

Memfflrt^WE^-^trsratt^^t^

[if*Ji2 4 3 mema^*- ^tiiii, Mies

a.
[IS««2 5 3 SiEJHitt. CVDS, /7X7CV

VBti&tizz twmtthm^m 4 (ce«ojsb
b
b

fif««2 6 3 mEtutu. ^u^ifii^isft^y
^> - 1 ZftWltth ItS3S 2 4^ fclil§*Ji

2 5tciea^^BBB^^s^^a.
[a*3S2 7 3 fflEnaci^^-y»«xgf*t:. Mia

«cEa^aa^^^R3a*a.

[000 1 3

[00023

vKtCtO^S^^aHh^-y^X^ (TFT) ^ffl

[ o o o 3 1 <roJ: 3 (3, ^B
e
B^^l^lfb^(¥^
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[0004] mmz'&*v>i/-)i'Xmz^T

,

fo'vh u ? 9xw<nm&^m£mtm i ehi
iszm^ximtz. mi 6ii vtMcom^^m

ffifct&TUJmmW&Fffi®. Hi 8(1 HI 6<?)

D-Dtmmmvhh. 7^f^'7h'j7^xM
B
BB^li3(i 7Wffi£it#7-7^k?-s

jL$*rc«j£S*n:v^. «rffi7ws«i±(c(«i»
*oy-x* 3 » • «a#*> h« 2 • • • t#v h »j

(TFT) 1 5-£:frLT. B*tffil4-
i: N y-x»3-ai^y-Mi2-fc^fi^s<iTv^

[ 0 0 0 5 ] Z<?)£ o Kcfcik^mWimT^X o{zL

xtmztii.
[00 06] ( 1 ) m^OIgfcJOTWSKlfcJ;

[0007] (2) 7MS«l*fcli#?-:74;i'*
-sfi i o s o

[0008] (3) 7M£«l*fcti#7-7<^

[0009] (4) fl49£fctffcfiS«l 10£ff*

[00 10] (5) «b
bhH81 l£»H

H
Hi^CI5J;9Pi

ffiRl • 1 OHfciiAU tmt+ m£k&XU5£m±

[ 0 0 1 1] * LT. ME ( 3 ) OT18|(:(1 ifrf27

[00 12]

OJ: 8»ia«c*J^riBE7P>f*K 1 i:

[00 13] ^LT. ^ficO^^ffifi-CO^-zUW

[00 14] 7M£««9ESS±fc:. TFT£

t%h. Zcotzth. ^-;U»7O(Si0ffi;*«9*Sr#ja:L

X£^&±n±*Z<7)7UjmRt:mL%im8%t>

[00 15] 7M»Rl±fc:fcL y-hH2^
y-x»33&ffiBSiiTV^(OT\ »y-h«2*y-
x«3iS»fiBWi. mz, sz-zUfcoS/-rt4B9c&

<*S. Hi 9fct «SW)7U'fSfiO, $/-;H*£*fi

flffltt2<0WW9aH. H2 0li. HI 9^i»l(:

[0 0 1 6] HI 9-H2 l&RtJiitZ % TU^mU
lifcti. y-M*2^y-x« <H^£&) W£y
-yu#7 1**LT7M«S 1 ^kfrfifc3l£a53*i

SKlOfcSrffilH-S*:. lHEy-M*2»*»l*aiL

-/M* 7 <0S^lS<% oT L* 3 WJ) <£> o

[0017] tXk0>Zo%ZAtzm&. **5TCfcL x

[00 18]

mxmiizimvgpm. %mtm#x^x. -

ttzmmth is-mt . B?ne-»<so«fico 5 < t

[0019] M2««<0J: 9 tc s il^WflA^-y

ftm&xvmw^xBi&ztix^hcox*. mis-fr
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1 0 0 2 0 ] 4fc* fcElfcOJSWtt.- ff*« 1

fr<kk-*<offiE±<o. IJErtMPafl^^-yfcWIi

IHIQy \-*-y fc ^IB fctt . WTOdV **-y $ ft

x^hztwmitz.

t J: 0 . mte-WoSSH^^f-v v7W—£fc(»ISii

[ 0 0 2 2 ] 4fc. M«Jl3fc:E«<oaWi, SUBfllfi

3 *>^& < k fc-#«9^0»Wfc:. Mid

>—/U»#A 0 atrtffl»3W8lSS*LT v ** ^ k SrSa fc

&ck#-e££.
[ 0 0 2 4 ] 4fc, 11*314 fcE»0»B»i.

tIEKcoaffiffigftrfcoT. SEflMfflO'^-y*

»jS3*iTv*S£k£1Stak-f£.

[0025] MBiaO^-vfctMfcJ: 9»Jfc«£
k£J:oT^H*£S<1-£c:k#T#. %-tt**«t

6£k#r*6. 4fc. «fe«HiO»asnfelHfl^

£Kia<o¥* 77ti< flttw-& yit£ - k

[ 0 0 2 6 ] 4fc, IIWW5(ci2«t:E»OJHB«i. If

*S 2 4 fiffcRJi4 k:ia«tf>«»«Bt*r*ot.i

*- y<?)5fes»i¥fflTfc l> c: k *»ak -r&

.

[0027] mlESUfeOj: 3 tc. Oflfl^^-yeoftig^

§a k SEHSMirflBt*<o^+ -y TWlffl L

T y7k1h Z k ftX* h .

[0 0 2814^. rnmefcEltaftm* i«^ 2

tieaoa«e«sft-e*oT . MEWaWV^-yu:

4«3dV^-y k 39IE--»<OS«IHfc:H4

^g/jvt-c* o . mzMmRxw-yKixtwam

[0029] ^J^W^-rS^kKiO* miB^-

wtth z k #-cs . $mffi&fcftiz$f±ztix^hh
<n muz. immmmw£.ffiihio
frdkttfci*. SE£. roE^-^tt^*«wii. BEIT

MieCfli
rii^

0^-yl:^^T^^ trk(i^<. ^-/M§
fc-5Sai*J k Lfe«aSUBt*Sr«flW& - k d*C£ 6

.

[ 0 0 3 0 3 4fc. B*a7t:EB<0JBHtt.

x-/M*k . «ra-»<o*R^ 3 < k ^>-^r

mzfoowmmw-yh. ^%Lti%wm^<m
wmt:h~>x . wa-w^aso 3 *>^* < k h-n

WMHtc fflpafi^^-y <t iX5WBPflfl^ -yfc»

[003 1 ] iiie^«k-rs- k (3 J: 0 . HulfiS»IS

BtfStLfertBfeit^WilHIfl^^-ytJ: 0. >—/i-

v\ 4^c. Mffifi^^ ^ ^McO^~;Utt^HtfiaF^{l!lfc J:

tXj^(!Mfl^^-yfcffloT^*0^4v^*a£3&«

ik3&«T*4.

[ o o 3 2 ] 4fe. mxmizmmnftwu. m%m7

- yffMXfiJi, o < k

^ssjto. MertfflDflfl^^-yk^HaDflfl^^-y

tcormz^ &iz$ima'*?~y£B&tzxnx'hh

[0033] mtmktthz k £ j: 9 . ne^iacaa
fflie^-;P«k(3j:0-»^SSS:3d#^

9-k LT^^^-f^ «t mtifthZtifiV
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[oo 34 j is*3i9 fcEttcoawu. -**<os

fit* Sffi-W^JHR^SISS^ffi^HH-CSV^fiar

[0035] mi^mt-th ztizxo. mm*xn

369!*: Rat. >'-^«tfO^-;HScoM :ffittafc:J:Stf

[ o o 3 6 1 *3t. it^js i o^mco^m. mm
x. mm&w-y&iiaffii. mmm^co^m^m

xthxnxhzztwrnttz.
[0037] mofifco* o mdwaw->£y
*b*JV ?'y y >r -ftfc J: 0WW£ . fflRtODgfl^

*-y£ <r > HiiXflOWft

[0038] tit. tmmi liztmcowm. mmn
loizimnmffimtbwwimtmx'h'vx. mmm

[0039] mitt&COX 0 (C v CVD^, 7yX~?C
vom. mgmmm. x/^m. ttMv^y^z
XWmtB&thZtlzX^x. tt£ttKaHJ*0)J&

[0040] KKQi 2£EKO»Mi. M««
1 0 i^(iiB*» 1 1 ^IE«^ffi«3t«£^8!3S*ffiT'

[004 1 ] gylS^<7)J:^tc, gnettRSrS/UXrRi

^oiirBio^> vrmmzm^iztiz tip?*

.

Dafla-^-y fc J: i/ft^- y£jfMf& c t X*S

[ o 0 4 2 1 ttz. mmi 3iizim^m±. wokm

xK^zmmt. mz-mmmmzm&zftmtxffi

h.

[0043] |ylfi^a
aH^^g(i. ffTE-*f«9£«££

*f&Rfc:. ^-/^iirtlBlIflflA^-yt^TOOA-

tvm-Wxfctfh z t . ^-;MI£/h£ <

.

[ o o 4 4 1 . a*« 1 4 fciea^iMBji. it*Ji

[0045] ^^c. i^^JS i 5fcE»o*»i. m^fe

ixmMZ-ttcommmjmffixmHzmmi.

mmz, m&-Mt#x oaom^B^^fiT

[004 6] luiefflfitt-rs^fctio. «E-*t^at

fl^l){&tfhcr>Zm±2tiZ><7)X\ >-;KgS:/hS<^

[ 0 04 7 ] ^Jt. 6tEKtfD»BBtt, IMiM
1 4tcifi©co^B

BH^iig'c^oT. ffiiiertaiiaei^t^

[ 0 0 4 8 ] ^ tz. mmA 7<cE»05MBtt. 11*31

1 4 ifciiifcSJi i 6 fciea^iSfia^saTfcor

.

w-yco^&vm.Thiztzmik'th.
1 0 0 4 9 ] If 1 8(cE«^»BB(i:. IS^
1 4 (cEK^S5a«*SilT**>oT . ml*mw&' n"

^ZO(^*HIH£i^^-yi:B}E--**^SSEI^Hiii

%thtz#><r>m^x*h o , mzmm&^7-y$>£
vftttmaw-yt. mm-ttcomfatizx^xmt
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to o 5 o i a*, m&i 9*=s»o«wi. mmm
1 3\lztm^m^m^mxh^x . nErtfiiiaa^^

[005 1 ] MEffiftftJ: 3 fc. HifirtHfc J:t»Hffifl

fc*Tffi#*J:3*C:kfcMr<. 8ot, ?Sa
s
B^^l

3&fMk^&<r k£j:D. f^stx-n^atus

^Bfci'-/M*£a^*c:k^tek*9. S«£

[ o o 5 2 1 ^ . a*3S2 otzssacofimi. aim

-y&xx/mm y\t . mtm^m^mtm
«05**rtlt:3l# fflSftT^4Elfck3«»-* X d lz&

[0053] mffii&cox o iJiertiHfe <ttWMHsi

flW-y

&

v HEffl^£«ESS»fr (c3

1

oH»Sfc«*«::kff) tHS-k^TS* »A3l
^lco=3 y^? Mfc*BS - k & •

c o o 5 4 ] a*:, ifs«2 1 iztmcomwz. mm&

»tO»RHfc:«Jii8:*«LT»*L. f«E-*t<0««<0

vtortfflKc» -3 ftMaa^?- y*j J:VK^-^tfw *

&IM«MXfIk . Silfi-W^oSfico o *>^fr< k t

-#<?)a«tf>jgsso. «E^-/M*^a*fflnortiB

t. m^-jisttcommmz. m^ixamtxi-

(ommmjmmxm&bit. miis-ivmrntz

[0055] mzw&>± o mm^&hnzm

t

xiy-fummt. mfo&mAnxm&mA?

z^±oizix<mztitzmikm^mi. meaam

fc. ^ffiBfcJ:Slf*>o££/h£<U
m\&hzitfX'*&.
[0056] ttz. IS*5S2 2fcE»03WfcL IS*1!

2 1(c|2KtoaB
B
B^^BT*oT. tBEDflfi^^-V

$±<0 . MEfifllHldV -y k WBEKV n"?-Vk CO

[ o o 5 7 ] ifc. fM&12 3fcEa^J89ftL m^fc

Lxmt-n<»m&Fwamrcsvncg» l . sk-
StcoSfiH fwEHtf<0S«tf>

5^^< k t-*coS«OH»St^ «E^-^»#
A 9 aO0?l»^JB«S fix v *£»fB^SIB^J8S*ffi

Sk. fiifie-«^0«S(cEfpllRS:®«^-&Elfi]IB»«X

^k . HylB-W^SSco 3 < k £>-}?<7)S$<0j^

&jzmt. ffiim®ftizm&-jum&mzMfti-$>

fflE^-;uttS:»ft$*^g«lSk.
x^-k$-^ktl» c

[0058] HylS^£k^l>^ k lz£ 0 . iaEft«lS
ici>v^r . mt^-^^m^m^zm^fitimmz

^/h$ < uz^B^^mmmh z t h .

[ o o 5 9 ] af*«2 4(wi3tto«^ii. mm.
2 1 4fettm«3i2 2tiea<o«B

H
H^SB^S5i*ft

X'h-yX. mW&W-yffif&lMl*. HuifiSK^

1 0 0 6 0 ] £tz. IS*JI2 5(cEa^«Wi. IS*1!

2 4 ^EI!c^B
B
B^^lc0^ii^T*o T . MISM

•y ^ffi. *«iV;^/W£t:J: & z k »»B
k-fl>.

[006 1 ]^^. if*3i2 6{zm&wm. IS*J!

2 4^ fcttBMSI 2 5 ^lfiiiC7)^B
e
B^^BT-J) -5T

.

fftEflflH^ ^y^RifeiiaftxUnylR-ciSik
^r^mk-r^c

[ 0 0 6 2 ] 4fc. 11*32 7*CEK<0»W«. lf*S
2 1 *tz\mm2 2{zmi<nm&^mw<nmm&
x'h->x. mm&w-yBfSCLmkz.. mz-n<r>

mmmizmmm&th&mBf&xmmbfi
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mmzmtitM^^mmtth z. t .

[00 643

[0065] mwmm 1 > mmcomm 1 ?fct at*

3 Srffl V . H 1 li . *fKBo^)JBJB i

fii)Mi«o«i^ o . m i ( a > ttff«»ft

0, HI (b) l±mi (a) OA-ASffiffilk (12

[0066] *ft«OHtk<0«B 1 3

OfcL £«3 1 • 32£. 113
:fi£*ifc^-;M*3 3*^Lr5v^Elr£iai8T»*S

ot. tOBis-;M*3 3 *W-y*>rtlifcJ:Whiffle

liy-/W3 3W^-yWPvoXrt(ffllHJ^^^-
^34 at$J:lXJt«afl/V-V34 b3&«»ifiSflT^

4.

[00 67] d^iiot. rtHIHlfl^-V3 4afcJ:

^ffllHlfl/^-y34bS:. SSESfi 3 1OHSST
&^T. flyfe>—A4B 3WV-y^rtHfeJ:tf5MI

5 i: a ZBtirth Z t (c J: ->T > MBrtBElO'

V

-V3 4 afc«ktWfflmfl;<?-y 3 4 btioty-
;M*3 3O/£#0a«ifc£;fU y-;I/«3 3co^-;MS

*i<0£offifi<0 $/-;utf(i . MfiftMdV -y 3

4 aJo 34 bl:fpSTi|t^

[ 0 0 6 8 ] Wfc . aTiESffiflBifr 3 0 tt»S3fB#:o

[0069] ( 1 ) 4-f. H3 ( a ) fcSIM: S^tf?
x3f*>fc**S«3 1 fcfflKU «tr. H3 { b ) ics

1\fc3fc. ®R3 ltf)JS8ST*oT\ x-/H*3 3<0

»6ffi{i*)rtH*S itf*MifcrtlBIHIfl^^-y 3 4 afc

«ttWHEKV \'?-y 3 4 b £jB£ L (Wh*9->

[00 70] (2) H3 (c) iz^tXolz^ m
sxx3 lcommuTh^x, mimmwaw->3
4 a.tftmBaW->3 4btC0ffl ( ^-/UtfMfljfi

m \,z^-)vm3 3^mmzm^Ltz (y-/«i
S) o

[007 1 ] (3) 03 (d) cSrTJidfc. ffl

isgK3 1 ttfyxm^tc&mm 2m%<7)mmv
m-ShitXEmt. MlE^~;U«3 3 2:«ftS^ «
ffittftft3 0*ffiHL*: (*»!«> .

[007 2] ^C0i-5(CL-Cffl«$il^«»«ji*3 0

muz*), ttz. #*&7>m;*. ttitgumzm
thtz#><7)®jiitLx&mthzbtfv%h. miz&.

mmWL3 1 • 3 2H<0faiH«\ ^-/I4f J: *)M

mixm< u wJMwwstfcttffltsiktt

[007 3] *tz. wjErtHI!Qfl^-y3 4afcJ:^

^HHiafl^^-y3 4btt, s«3 lojngncs&s
strops H4fcS-fJ:9fc* g«3 l±l«3 1

awu g«a«3 ia(crtfflinafl^-y3 4dtj

itf^MBafl^-y 34 c^MU gflflEMV**
-y 3 4 d h^MBDafl^-y 3 4 cfc^Cy-;^

wvmmn&B i oa«sms»^30B«j 1

f2«j[H]irv^-y 3 4 d t ^Hiicafl^^- y 3 4 c h

<3B£S'-/u#3 3£g*6U ft*XS^t:S«3 1
•

3 2£E*LT^HlriS^;Utf3 3ttMErtHBflfi^^

-y34dt5j:WHB|Bafl/^-y34crtt:A0aA
t\ 3 3^-/naws** o ^K±-ri> «r t^
C^4, S«3 1t:iSifi. rt(BDflei^-y3 4d
t^fflinafl^^-y 3 4 c t z&tfi-tzx otczth^
mx*hh.
[00 74] ttz, ®5£.7ict£d%mi&h'tZZtt>

h . m 5i&mcomizmm i smews*
08E»M 2 £^-(W6S»»RBBT**^.15 J:

dfc. lylBS^3 l<CttttR3 1 aaWRRSftTfcO.

ISSH83 1 aO^-;u»3 3co^fiBfci4fiBai
^f£i}iOD!3a5 3 4 e ft, iaHIffl 3 4 e rttCfflfi

W^*I^DflS3 4 ertfcrSHB^-/W3 3*«MffiSil4

OT\ ^-;U»3 3tt. 0a»3 4eOHSt'^-;Mi^
j£#*<0£BSjtSfL. m34e«iai»'S

[0075] H6tt*aHBt^e»^»Slt:CS4

«ffi«®*^^M3*r*'f««a*Bfffia-C&4. H
6 tc^-f± 3 (C , H-nartlfflDflfl^^-y 3 4 a 19MB
flA'^-y34bi:«fc, iM^7-y34a
34bfcHSHHB«<0+HDflfl^^-y3 4 f • 34 f

0> SS*HElia^-y34f 34 f kMHs-lV
«3 3 («tOI¥L<(±. ^~/W3 3+(C*±tL4^
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-y3 4f - 34 foaiHR£8<i-6t>0'Wi4rt\ *

fc. ^-^h^OT^^-y3 4 f • 34f£OHg

[00 7 6] ^i»A^-y34a. ^KMIHIO^^-

V34b. ^D0fl^Q^-V34 f • 34 f £ffi£3 1

oswfc»fc43H»«ti»iKLtv^3&«. aine+iaiHifl^

^-y34f '34ft. mmmit. mimm
2tizmttiz>mm<?>tm$:AtL (mi (a)#

^$^crt{fflIHIfl^^-y34 afciltfMHHKVV
-y3 4bh. milS-^Sffi3 1 3 2fclcJ:^TH

«i*fflHfatt»*B (07 (b) #Bg>
. WES/-*

tt<0ttfI£W (H (c) #8B) A^W^BCO

[00 77] dcOidi^-^SiiOflia^^-yii^W
flkSMfcfCfcfciO. ««3 1 • 3 2hfi:iR(Cft«

tlxIh^'T'^^W. mm 1 • 3 2 Hfclt.it3*1*

J: a fc . MiErtfflOflfl^t*- -y 3 4 a ±5 J: X/ft

amaw-> 3 a b 1 fci 0 ^-;M* 3 3#s*u&&<

[ 0 0 7 8 ] £tz . @8(±*aHB<7)IQfe^« 1 fcfiSS

8fc^-fJ;dfc. SK3 1±t:SJK3 1 a£Jgj£U 1£

»3 1 aco. y-^tt^*ffla<OrtHlfcJ:^(ll

fc . rtffllGfldVt*-y34dfcj: ^MfflDflfl> <*

-

y

3

4c«U -?-(^0afl^*^~V3 4c - 3 4d<7)«
(c+HIHfl^^->'3 4f • 34 f »t^J:3^

?-y34f • 34ffcL y-;WhSC^-fa
t^im^u rt«iaei^^-y3 4dtjj:wniia

[0079] (*v>mwm) m&iMyiihw-y*

«3 2oiaast:««$/irtfi<. fries®

3

[0080] fries/-;u«3 3ti. stK3 wmmm-
ftoT. rtH0aO^-y3 4ct^«J(Hi[S^-y3
4dfc<oBfc^fi3*i**\ SUfc^j)Ef|c«£:S

Ai-*fctf><o&AP (a*BL*v>S#) £SLT&#fc

SIQ6^e2Tfci£^art\ SUSrtflllHdS^^-v.

3HBQflfl^^-y. *HBflfl^^-y«. mitts V ay

y. ftMWth'W-y. *PfSMih'*9-yii. r?x^
CVD^CVDi£, IC£I£«£. ttlli

[0081] ( HiS*)»!B 2 ) *Htt«0»S 2 "CW . SS

B
HB*^SfcovvcH9'-H 1 3 Srffiivt!fti»t£.

[ o o 8 2 ] H9«. *mcomm(?>BB2 iztotnuk

dL Hi lte. ilOWili. dl 2(i. H9co

c-casrasa hi 3tt. nt<. wBRtamm
m2mm&m*mm7uj 1^ham^t

[oo83] wmnm/nm 2mm^m^m
13tt. TWS«lfc;&7--7-{/U*--2&KlO*:S:

S^M*7£tfLT5V*fcfi«U MlBTU^SSli:
Mffi^ 7-7 >r /W*-g« 1 0 ^Hfci^ttfi 1 1 £
SA«£fcfcJ:^T«j£S*rO*$.
[0 084] iwetw ssi ±(c«i. «8#<oy-*
&3- -tmtt<ny-h®2--ttfvhv v ?zmzm
mztizts*). z^ztimztimmhyyitz?
(TFT) 1 5-£ftLZ. H*ffiffl4-fc. BUlfiV

-A«3-*JJ:tfy-hMl2-fc^JBKS*L. «^S4
(Hi 3#fig) *«lftKSiiTV^. WEy-M»
2-£>£T/V-xm\,z\i. i^^hiiM

®mmzWMt&Zti>Z**$>. ^60J:9^LT
««Sn^BSaSl4-. PBKh^y^^ (TF
T) 15-. y-MR2-». y-x«3-±t:tiElPlKl

8^m$iiTV^ 0

[0085] sneri/>rs«i^jgiBawi:. *

Wf-ynfim&XWMlz&oX otzB&ZtiZ^
h. zzz\ mmuwaw-yea&xvftimih
w-y6 bimgi&xusm^zBtftzixz^z.
ttz. MMmw&^?-y6atmw&^?-y6
btcom<7)7ujmfci±.i,zi^ msftrnwaw-y
6 a^j:vnmsew-y e b fc*B-»«^)+Hia
fiA7-V6c • 6c^t<^H

H
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